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Overview
Going digital- a roadmap to the process and progress



Business analysis and justification

Is there opportunity for rapid recovery of 
investment (ROI)?  Typical capital 
improvements require one year maximum.

Answer- probably not. But there’s more to 
it…



Digital- what’s the difference?
Key difference- film uses a silver emulsion process. Film can only 
be used once.  

Film processors require running water, toxic chemicals and 
frequent cleaning. All drain water and flushing of chemical waste at 
SFO must be captured per the Bay Water Quality Control Board. 

Computed radiography uses a flexible image plate. Plate is similar 
in form to film, but uses phosphor to capture latent image. It can be 
used repeatedly, up to 1000 times or more. Processing is via a 
digital scanner- no chemicals needed. Stored images only require 
drive space.



The need to transition

 Digital systems are a large capital expense- over $100k
 The driving motivations in our case were the increasing costs and 

environmental liabilities being incurred in operating the film processor. The 
result was an overriding factor in favor of digital, making the initiative viable 
despite negligible short term ROI.



The next step

Once management had indicated the push to 
go ahead for the project, we had to prove 
to ourselves that the idea of replacing film
with digital imaging was viable. 



Key Point:

The question must be answered- is the quality 
of a digital radiograph equivalent to the 
results we get with film?

Can we justify the equivalency when
applying it to existing film based procedures
and work documents?

Will we be able to completely replace film with IP’s?



Finding a system

The number of available system manufacturers is limited (Fuji, Carestream, 
GE, VMI)

Typically a demo is a sales pitch; the vendor is not necessarily tuned in to the 
unique and specific needs of a commercial air carrier and/or a repair station, 
as well as existing OEM maintenance specifics.

Plan ahead for the demo. Be aware of available resources- specifically, 
ASTM2446 and E2007







Evaluating systems

Digital systems have unique methods for image quality assessment as 
compared to film, making it difficult to make a direct comparison of the two.
Digital images have a much wider latitude compared to film. 

Of greater importance when evaluating are the quality factors for comparing 
digital systems  to each other and not necessarily to film.

New terminology comes into play-
 Signal-to-noise ratio
 Spatial resolution
 Geometrical unsharpness
 Pixel values, gray scale, bit depth
 ISO speed



Cost factors the CR sales rep may not tell you about:

 Necessary process controls will require additional tooling not included in 
the quote.
Examples: CR Phantom, EPS plates, display monitor evaluation sensor,
duplex wire gauges.

 You will need a variety of image plates based on the techniques you 
currently use plus future expectations

 Your training and qualification program will need to be reviewed and 
possibly amended

 In-house trimming of IP’s quite possibly will affect their life expectancy
 IP’s are available in extended lengths and various sizes, with a cost!
 Higher resolution (25 micron) can be had for a cost if needed, via 

software upgrade



The big hurdles- getting the funding and implementing 
the program

 Once you’ve decided  that you can make CR work, have chosen a 
system and have a reasonable quote to work with, then it’s a matter of 
getting the funds allocated

 There must be an understanding by upper management that the 
transition from film to CR will not be immediate once the system is in 
place. Approval basis for each exposure will be on a case by case basis 
(in our case, by Level III) and will take time.

 Set a goal and expect to allow at least a year for the transition before 
you can plan to shut down the dark room



Now comes the real work!

 ATA105 does not currently address CR for training and qualification
 Boeing and Airbus do not address CR as an equivalency in their NDT 

Manuals 
 AD compliance must be addressed where applicable
 Fortunately, we have a good statement in the Pratt &Whitney Standard 

Practices Manual:

“Filmless electronic imaging X−ray may be used to
satisfy requirements, if specific non−film methods are

correlated with film techniques. Records that verify
this correlation must be established and available for

review”



Training and qualification

 Following NAS410 and TC-1A as templates, formal 
training and experience will be required to transition 
from film to CR

 Formal training must be developed or outsourced. 
Difficult to develop without the necessary experience 
and expertise!

 X-R-I is a valuable resource for training-
www.xritesting.com

 ATA105 revision proposed for addressing how to 
transition, based on NAS410.



Process Controls

Best resources: 
 ASTM2445 Standard Practice for Qualification and Long-Term Stability of 

Computed Radiology Systems
 FWGIDR Guide for the Qualification of Digital Radiography Systems and 

Processes
 T.O. 33B-1-2 Technical Procedures- Computed Radiography Process 

Control

Ultimately it will be up to your Level III to establish the criteria and write the 
process control document. You may need additional instructions if your system 
is capable of producing energies greater than 320kV
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Additional Process 
Controls



• What about the display?
• Air Force T.O. checks SMPTE only
• ASTM E2446 does not have display 

checks 
• 14 bit means 16,384 shades of gray. 

Human eye can detect about 900.
• Industrial Displays are medical grade.
• Better to check gray scale through its 

range than just brightness
• Software solution and optical sensor- a 

good solution

Additional Process 
Controls
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What now?

 Pending requests to Boeing, Airbus
 Evaluation of current procedures to determine AMOC requirements, if 

any
 Establish parameters and build database of technique sheets cross 

referenced to film exposures



Conclusion

 CR is a viable equivalency for film radiography

 Because it is still an emerging technology, OEM’s have some catching up to 
do

 Be aware of the differences;  the end results are equivalent but the two 
media types are apples and oranges!



Questions?


